HEALTH , CLEANING, & DISINFECTING
PROTOCOLS AT INDIAN HILLS CAMP

All guest areas are cleaned, sanitized, and

All Indian Hills Camp staff will practice good social distancing guidelines as

turned over in-between each stay, using

established by county government, as well as implementing recommendations

disinfectant chemicals and procedures in

from the CDC. All guests are asked to bring a personal face covering with them to

accordance with the EPA's list of Disinfectants

camp. Most camp activities will not require face coverings as they are outside with

for Use Against SARS-CoV-2. We perform a

ample space to distance. However, all staff will wear face coverings when social

complete

distancing is not possible or if there is a potential risk to a camper or staff member.

clean

and

sanitizing

of

the

high-trafﬁc areas, restrooms, and the camp

We ask that all guests practice the same protocol (Example: when harnessing or

ofﬁce.

being harnessed for the zipline ; when hanging out with people outside your
immediate group)

Activity areas and equipment will be cleaned
and sanitized after each session. We will detail
and deep clean after each group/program
session, including disinfecting and sanitizing
mattress before each new camper arrival.

During your stay at Indian Hills Camp, our staff will perform daily houskeeping
checks for meeting rooms, dorm rooms, and restrooms that are currently in use.
These checks include sanitization of high touch areas like door knobs, light
switches, faucets, hand rails, etc. In addition to sanitizing, trash will be taken out and
paper supplies will be restocked.

We care about your health and safety at camp.
We welcome any questions or concerns you

We perform a complete clean and sanitizing of the high-trafﬁc areas, restrooms,

may have regarding our cleaning and

and the camp ofﬁce. We also perform a detailed, deep clean at the end of each

disinfecting procedures and protocols.

group/program session, including mattress disinfection and sanitization before
each new camper arrival.
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